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Abstract
We study the recently introduced problem of finding dense common subgraphs: Given a sequence
of graphs that share the same vertex set, the goal is to find a subset of vertices S that maximizes
some aggregate measure of the density of the subgraphs induced by S in each of the given graphs.
Different choices for the aggregation function give rise to variants of the problem that were studied
recently. We settle many of the questions left open by previous works, showing NP-hardness,
hardness of approximation, non-trivial approximation algorithms, and an integrality gap for a
natural relaxation.
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1 Introduction
We study the recently introduced problem of finding dense common subgraphs (DCS): Given
a sequence of T graphs (sometimes called snapshots or frames) that share the same vertex
set V , the goal is to find a subset of vertices S ⊆ V that maximizes some aggregate measure
of the density of the subgraphs induced by S in each of the given graphs. Different choices
for the aggregation function give rise to different problem variants; two notable ones are (1)
DCS-MA, where the goal is to maximize the Minimum (over the frames) of the Average
degree in the induced subgraph, and (2) DCS-AM, where the goal is to maximize the
Average (over the frames) of the Minimum degree in the induced subgraph.
Note that the problem for a single frame (T = 1) is essentially the Densest Subgraph
problem: Given a graph, find an induced subgraph that maximizes the ratio of edges to
vertices. This is a classical optimization problem with well known polynomial time flow-based
and LP-based algorithms [7, 12]. Thus the problems we study are natural generalizations of
this maximum density subgraph objective to sequences of graphs.
The DCS problem was recently introduced by Jethava and Beerenwinkel [15]; specifically,
they study the DCS-MA variant. For this, they proposed a linear program (a generalization
of the LP for Densest Subgraph) and a greedy algorithm. They showed, numerically,
that the LP is not optimal, and also showed the the greedy algorithm is not optimal, but
gave no approximation guarantees. They conjecture that the DCS-MA problem is NP-hard.
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Later followup work by Andersson et al. [1] ran experiments with the greedy algorithm and
described a Lagrangian relaxation of the LP that could be solved more efficiently. In very
recent work of Semertzidis et al. [18], the authors explored four different variants of the DCS
problem corresponding to different choices of the aggregation function over the frames. For
the DCS-MM (Min Min) and DCS-AA (Average Average) problems, they gave simple
exact algorithms. They also proposed algorithms for DCS-MA and DCS-AM, but only
prove lower bounds on their approximation ratio. Around the same time, Galimberti et
al. [11] gave an exponential-time 2-approximation algorithm for DCS-MA.
DCS-like problems have appeared in various other research communities. In network
biology, Hu et al. [13] studied a problem with the same input as DCS (that is, a graph
sequence) but with a different objective from any of the four above, in order to understand the
function of gene clusters. In machine learning, Jethava et al. [16] showed connections between
support vector machines (SVMs) and a problem which is nearly identical to DCS-MA.
In this work, we initiate a systematic theoretical study of the DCS-MA and DCS-AM
problems. Prior to this, there were no nontrivial hardness results or efficient approximation
algorithms for either of these problems. Moreover, we believe that this perspective, in which
a classic combinatorial optimization problem is given a temporal or time-like dimension,
deserves broader theoretical exploration. Such problems are not only interesting in their own
right, but also arise naturally in social network analysis (as DCS does), computational biology,
and other important application domains. As an example of another classically tractable
problem that becomes more interesting in the multi-frame case, we study in Appendix C
the approximability of a natural generalization of the Minimum Spanning Tree problem.
We anticipate that it will be interesting to explore temporal generalizations of other classic
problems.
1.1 Our Results
For DCS-MA, we give approximation algorithms with ratio O(
√
n log T ) (where T is the
number of graphs in the sequence) and O(n2/3) irrespective of T . The first bound is better
when T = 2O(n1/6), and in particular when T is polynomial in n.
Additionally, we show an integrality gap of Ω(n/ logn) for a natural linear programming
relaxation, introduced by [15] and [1]. This formalizes and significantly strengthens an
experimental observation made by those authors that the LP is inexact.
On the complexity side, we prove that DCS-MA is at least as hard to approximate
as MinRep, a well-studied minimization version of Label Cover, and therefore cannot
be approximated to within a factor of 2log1− n unless NP ⊆ DTIME (npolylogn). This
resolves a question left open by [15] and [18]. Furthermore we show that, assuming a recent
popular conjecture concerning the hardness of planted instances of the Densest k-Subgraph
problem, DCS-MA cannot be approximated to within a factor of n1/4−, and that even for
T = 2 frames, it cannot be approximated to within n1/8−. Finally in Appendix B, we show
that f(n)-hardness for (worst-case) Densest k-Subgraph implies O(
√
f(n))-hardness for
DkCS-MA, a parameterized variant of DCS-MA studied by [18].
For the DCS-AM problem, we prove NP-hardness of approximation to within a factor
of n1−, via reduction from Maximum Independent Set. This essentially matches the
trivial upper bound of n.
Despite this hardness, we show that DCS-AM becomes tractable for small values of T .
In particular, it can be solved exactly in time nT · poly(n, T ), and even has a fixed-parameter
FPTAS: for every  > 0, it can be (1 + )-approximated in time f(T ) · poly(n, −1).
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2 Preliminaries
In the Densest Common Subgraph (DCS) problem, we are given a sequence of graphs
G = (G1, G2, . . . , GT ) on the same vertex set V , and we must find a subset S ⊆ V that
maximizes the aggregate density of the subgraphs induced by S. Different definitions of
aggregate density give rise to different variants of DCS:
(DCS-MM) mini∈[T ] min-deg(Gi[S])
Here, min-deg(Gi[S]) is the minimum induced degree, i.e. minv∈S degGi[S](v).
(DCS-MA) mini∈[T ]
(∑
v∈S degGi[S](v)
)
/|S|
This definition emphasizes the induced degrees of the vertices, but note that this is
equivalent to mini∈[T ] |E(Gi[S])|/|S|.
(DCS-AM)
∑
i∈[T ] min-deg(Gi[S])
(DCS-AA)
∑
v∈S
(∑
v∈S degGi[S](v)
)
/|S|
All four variants were studied by Semertzidis et al. [18], who show that DCS-MM can
be solved by a simple greedy procedure and DCS-AA easily reduces to the classic Densest
Subgraph problem. They also present heuristics for DCS-MA and DCS-AM, but do not
provide approximation upper bounds; and they conjecture (but do not prove) that both
problems are NP-hard. DCS-MA was also studied by [15] and [1], who experiment with
linear programming relaxations and other heuristics.
Some of our hardness results are obtained by reducing from MinRep, which we now
review.
I Definition 1 (MinRep). We are given a bipartite graph G = (A,B,E) and a partition
of both sides into A = A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ak and B = B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bk; each part Ai or Bj is called
a supervertex. We say there is a superedge (Ai, Bj) iff there are any edges in Ai ×Bj , and
that a pair of vertices a ∈ Ai, b ∈ Bj cover (Ai, Bj) iff (a, b) ∈ E. The goal is then to pick
sets of vertices A′ ⊆ A,B′ ⊆ B of minimum total size |A′|+ |B′| such that all superedges
are covered by some pair of vertices in A′ ×B′.
As shown in [17], MinRep has the following gap hardness:
I Theorem 2 (from [17]). For every constant  > 0, the following promise problem cannot
be solved in polynomial time unless NP ⊆ DTIME (npolylogn): Given a MinRep instance
G = (A =
⋃k
i=1Ai, B =
⋃k
i=1Bi, E), distinguish between the following cases:
(YES instance) There exists a labeling A′ ⊆ A,B′ ⊆ B of size |A′|+ |B′| = 2k.
(NO instance) Every labeling has size at least 2k · 2log1− n.
3 Algorithms and Hardness for DCS-MA
3.1 Approximating DCS-MA
In this section, we first present a O(
√
n log T )-approximation algorithm for DCS-MA. No-
tably, this simplifies to O(
√
n logn) when T = poly(n). We then show how to augment the
algorithm so that the approximation ratio never surpasses O(n2/3) even when T is allowed
to be super-polynomial in n.
I Theorem 3. There exists an O(
√
n log T )-approximation algorithm for DCS-MA.
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The algorithm returns the better of two feasible solutions. The first feasible solution
it considers is that containing all vertices, i.e. S = V . The second feasible solution is
constructed greedily. For a set S′ ⊂ V of vertices, we say that a frame Gi is covered if Ei[S′]
contains at least one edge. Now initialize S′ ← ∅. As long as some graphs remain uncovered,
we add to S′ the two vertices u, v ∈ V such that S′∪{u, v} covers as many graphs as possible
(that is, u and v induce at least as many edges among the uncovered graphs as does any
other pair). When all graphs are covered, S = S′ forms our second feasible solution.
Recall that the objective we seek to maximize is score(S) := mini∈[T ] |E(Gi[S])||S| . Let
k := |OPT|; although this value is unknown to us, we can analyze, in terms of k, the quality
of the two feasible solutions:
I Lemma 4. If S = V , then score(S) is an n/k approximation to score(OPT).
Proof.
score(V ) = mini |Ei[V ]||V | ≥
mini |Ei[OPT]|
|V | =
mini |Ei[OPT]|
|OPT | ·
|OPT|
|V | = score(OPT) ·
k
n .
J
I Lemma 5. If S is constructed as in the above greedy algorithm, then score(S) is a 2k lnT
approximation to score(OPT).
Proof. Consider an intermediate state i of our algorithm, with partial solution S′i covering
all but ti of the frames. Let Ti be the set of ti subgraphs that OPT induces on each of the
uncovered frames. Since the average degree in each subgraph in Ti is at least score(OPT),
there are at least k·score(OPT)2 induced edges in each frame of Ti, and, summing over all
these frames, ti·k·score(OPT)2 edges total induced by OPT. As there are
(
k
2
)
vertex pairs in
OPT, at least one such pair induces an edge in at least tik·score(OPT)2·(k2)
of them. Thus, the
next vertex pair chosen by the greedy algorithm covers at least a k·score(OPT)2·(k2)
≥ score(OPT)k
fraction of the previously-uncovered frames. In general, the number of uncovered frames
satisfies ti ≤
(
1− score(OPT)k
)
ti−1 with t0 = T . Therefore, ti ≤ T
(
1− score(OPT)k
)i
, and in
particular ti < 1 when i ≥ k lnTscore(OPT) . Thus, the algorithm halts after at most k lnTscore(OPT)
iterations.
As each iteration adds at most two new vertices to S′, the ultimate size of S′ is at most
2k lnT
score(OPT) . Combining this with the fact that the returned solution covers at least one vertex
in each frame, we have
score(S) = miniEi[S]|S| ≥
1
2k lnT
score(OPT)
= score(OPT)2k lnT .
J
With these lemmas in place, Theorem 3 is a simple corollary.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let α be the score of V , and let β be the score of the solution generated
by the aforementioned greedy algorithm. By Lemmas 4 and 5, α ≥ score(OPT) · kn and
β ≥ score(OPT)2k lnT . Thus, the better of the two solutions has score at least
max(α, β) =
√
max(α, β)2 ≥
√
α · β =
√
score(OPT) · k
n
· score(OPT)2k lnT =
score(OPT)√
2n lnT
.
J
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While the above algorithm provides an O(
√
n logn) approximation when T = poly(n), it
can be substantially worse when T is allowed to be super-polynomial in n. In such cases,
however, the size of the input must also be super-polynomial in n, which we can exploit to
get reasonable approximations in terms of n. This idea underlies the following theorem:
I Theorem 6. There exists an n2/3-approximation algorithm for DCS-MA.
Proof of Theorem 6. The algorithm takes the best of the following:
1. The output of the greedy algorithm underlying Lemma 5.
2. The best subset of V of size at most logn T .
3. The best subset of V generated by the following procedure: Partition V into r = 2dlnT e
parts S1, . . . , Sr whose sizes are as close to equal as possible. For each I ⊆ [r], compute
the score of the set
⋃
i∈I Si.
As there are O(nlogn T ) = O(T ) vertex subsets of size at most logn T , algorithm 2 runs in
poly(n, T ) time. Algorithm 3 also runs in poly(n, T ) time, since we consider 22dlnTe = poly(T )
subsets.
When k ≤ logn T , algorithm 2 returns an optimal solution to DCS-MA. Hence it suffices
to consider the case that k ≥ logn T . However, in this case, the subset returned by algorithm
3 provides at worst an n2 lnT -approximation to OPT. To see this, note that when V is
partitioned, the vertices of OPT are split up into parts of size each at most n2 lnT . Let
I∗ ⊆ [r] be the minimal subset such that OPT ⊆ ⋃i∈I∗ Si. Clearly the algorithm considers
this set, which induces all the edges induced by OPT, and contains at most |S| ≤ n2 lnT ·|OPT|
vertices.
Let Sˆ be the best of the solutions returned by these three algorithms. We conclude that
score(Sˆ) ≥ score(OPT) ·max
(
2 lnT
n
,
1
2k lnT ,
k
n
)
≥ score(OPT) · 3
√
2 lnT
n
· 12k lnT ·
k
n
= score(OPT) · 3
√
1
n2
= score(OPT) · 1
n2/3
.
J
3.2 MinRep-Hardness of DCS-MA
We now show that DCS-MA is MinRep-hard to approximate.
I Theorem 7. There is an approximation-preserving reduction (up to constant factors)
from MinRep to DCS-MA. In particular, DCS-MA cannot be approximated to within a
O(2log1− n) factor unless NP ⊆ DTIME (npolylogn).
Proof. Consider a MinRep instance with supervertices A1, A2, . . . , An and B1, B2, . . . , Bn,
vertex set V¯ = A ∪ B (with A = ⋃iAi and B = ⋃iBi), and edge set E¯. Call an optimal
solution to this instance V ∗. We identify superedges S1, S2, . . . as sets of their constituent
edges (so each Si is a subset of E¯). The vertex set in our construction will be V = V¯ ∪{u, v},
where u and v are not vertices in V¯ .
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The frame G1 has exactly one edge, between vertices u and v. This forces u and v to
each be in OPT, and ensures that score(OPT) is exactly 1|OPT| (all other graphs will contain
at least one edge, so score(OPT) is nonzero). Additionally, it means that we never benefit
from picking up more than one edge in any other frame in the sequence.
We now construct one graph for each superedge. For each superedge Si ⊆ E¯, Ei+1 is
exactly Si (i.e. if (ai, bj) ∈ Si, then (ai, bj) ∈ Ei+1). Thus, to get a positive score on Ei+1,
we must pick the endpoints of at least one edge in Si.
The only way to get a positive score is to get a positive score on each frame Gi. Thus,
for each superedge Si, we must pick both endpoints of one of the edges in Si. Therefore
|OPT| ≥ |V ∗| + 2 (where the +2 comes from the requirement that we also pick u and v).
Conversely, picking the vertices in V ∗ (as well as u and v) gives us a positive score in each
graph, and we have already established that OPT is precisely the smallest such set. Thus,
|OPT| ≤ |V ∗|+ 2, meaning that |OPT| = |V ∗|+ 2, and thus score(OPT) = 1|V ∗|+2 .
Now suppose that it is hard to distinguish between a MinRep instance with objective
value x and objective value x · f(n). This implies that it is hard to distinguish between
DCS-MA instances with value 1x+2 and those with value
1
x·f(n)+2 . The inapproximability
ratio is thus
1
x+2
1
x·f(n)+2
= x·f(n)+2x+2 = O(f(n)). J
3.3 Planted Dense Subgraph Hardness for Two Frames
Much like Planted Clique, planted instances of Densest k-Subgraph (DkS) are increas-
ingly used to show conditional hardness of approximation for NP-hard problems [2, 3, 4, 8].
Formally, this Planted Dense Subgraph Conjecture may be phrased as follows. Two
graphs, G1 and G2, are independently sampled Erdős-Rényi random graphs of order n and
edge probability n−1/2. It is easy to verify that with high probability every size-
√
n induced
subgraph of G1 and G2 has average degree O(1). Subsequently, in G2, a subset of size
√
n is
selected uniformly at random and is replaced with a G(
√
n, n−1/4−) Erdős-Rényi graph for
some  ∈ (0, 1/4). Thus, the average degree in this subgraph is Θ(n1/4−). Finally, G3 is set
to equal either G1 or G2, as chosen by a fair coin toss. The Planted Dense Subgraph
problem asks, given only access to G3, to determine whether G3 equals G1 (i.e. is PLANTED)
or equals G2 (i.e. is UNPLANTED). The Planted Dense Subgraph Conjecture claims
that no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm can solve this problem with probability
appreciably better than making a random choice (i.e. with probability 1/2 + ′).
We show that, assuming this conjecture, DCS-MA has no n1/8− approximation even
when T = 2. The intuition behind the construction is as follows. Consider an instance of the
Planted Dense Subgraph problem. Because the conjecture (effectively) says that the
dense planted component is hard to detect, one might naively imagine that this immediately
implies hardness for the Densest Subgraph problem (with T = 1). However, this reasoning
is flawed, as the densest subgraph in such instances is (with extremely high probability)
simply all of G. However, using a second graph G′, we can aim to restrict the set of good
solutions to those of size at most some O(k). In particular, by setting G′ to contain only
some k-clique, we can ensure that, up to constant factors, the optimum solution contains at
most O(k) vertices. Additionally, good solutions to this new problem with T = 2 directly
correspond to good solutions for DkS on G. For an appropriate choice of k, n1/8−-hardness
follows.
I Theorem 8. Assuming the Planted Dense Subgraph Conjecture, for no  > 0 is
there a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm approximating DCS-MA, even with only two
frames, to within a factor of O(n1/8−).
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At the cost of having more frames, we amplify this hardness up to n1/4−. This is done
by reducing from a recursive variant of the Planted Dense Subgraph problem studied by
Charikar et. al. [8], allowing us to shrink the relative size of the graph’s densest component
and thus establish a bigger gap. Although the techniques used are mostly the same as in
the proof of Theorem 8, for ease of presentation we leave the details of our modification to
Appendix A and simply state the result below.
I Theorem 9. Assuming the Planted Dense Subgraph Conjecture, for no  > 0 is
there a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm approximating DCS-MA to within a factor
of O(n1/4−).
Proof of Theorem 8. Let G be an input to the Planted Dense Subgraph problem, with
vertex and edge sets V and E. We construct the graph sequence (G1, G2) of our DCS-MA
instance as follows.
Vertices: Let U be a set of n1/4 vertices not in V . The vertex set of both G1 and G2 is
V ′ = V ∪ U .
Edges: E1 contains an edge between every pair of vertices in U , and no edges outside of
U (thus, G1 is an n1/4-clique plus n isolated vertices). E2, on the other hand, is just E
(and thus G2 has every vertex in U isolated).
We now proceed to prove bounds on score(OPT). In the following, “with high probability
(w.h.p.)” means with probability at least 1− 1poly(n) .
I Claim 10. If G is a PLANTED instance, then score(OPT) = Ω(n1/8−) with high probability.
Proof. Let S be the union of U and n3/8 vertices from the planted component of G. Then
|E1[S]| =
(
n1/4
2
)
= Ω(n1/2)
and, by a standard application of the Chernoff bounds
|E2[S]| = Ω
(
n−1/4− ·
(
n3/8
2
))
= Ω(n1/2−)
with high probability. Thus,
score(S) = min
( |E1[S]|
|S| ,
|E2[S]|
|S|
)
= min(Ω(n
1/2),Ω(n1/2−))
n1/4 + n3/8 = Ω(n
1/8−).
J
I Claim 11. If G is an UNPLANTED instance, then score(OPT) = no(1) with high probability.
Proof. Let S be an optimal solution, and let s = |V ∩S| be the number of vertices it contains
from V . Since OPT ≤ scoreG2 < s, we can assume that s = Ω(n
′) for some ′ > 0 (otherwise
the proof is trivial). We now bound the quality of S in each of G1 and G2. In G1,
scoreG1(S) =
|E1[S]|
|S| ≤
|E1[S]|
s
≤ |E1|
s
≤
√
n
s
Meanwhile, in G2, a standard application of Chernoff bounds implies
scoreG2(S) =
|E2[S]|
|S| ≤
|E2[S]|
s
≤ O(s
2/
√
n)
s
= O
(
s√
n
)
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with high probability. Therefore,
score(S) = min(scoreG1(S), scoreG2(S))
≤ min (√n/s), O(s/√n))
≤
√
(
√
n/s) ·O(s/√n)
= O(1) = no(1).
J
By Claims 10 and 11, the gap between the PLANTED and UNPLANTED cases is at least
Ω(n1/8−)
O(no(1)) ≥ Ω(n
1/8−′).
with high probability. This concludes the proof of Theorem 8. J
3.4 Integrality Gap Example
In [15], the authors introduce the following linear program (DCS_LP) for DCS-MA.
maximize z
subject to
∑
i yi = 1
x(u,v) ≤ yu for all u, v ∈ V
x(u,v) ≤ yv for all u, v ∈ V
z ≤∑e∈Et xe,t for all t ∈ T
x,y ≥ 0
When T = 1, this simplifies to the LP shown by [7] to solve the Densest Subgraph
problem exactly. When T is allowed to be larger than 1, we show that the integrality gap of
this LP can be near-linear.1
I Theorem 12. DCS_LP has an integrality gap of Ω
(
n
logn
)
.
Proof. Label n vertices 1 through n, and consider the instance composed of the following
sequence of T = n−1 graphs, G1 through Gn−1. G1 contains a single edge from v1 to v2. G2
contains two edges: one from v1 to v3 and the other from v2 to v3. In general, Gk contains k
total edges, each with one endpoint at vk+1 and the other at vi for i ∈ [k].
We first consider the optimal integral solution to this graph sequence. Because each
vertex is the center of a star in at least one of the graphs (G1 has both v1 and v2 as centers),
not picking even one of the vertices ensures that the corresponding graph attains average
degree 0, and thus the minimum average degree for the sequence is also 0. Thus, to get any
positive objective value, we must pick every vertex. Consequently, because G1 contains a
single edge, the objective value of our solution is just 1/n.
Now we consider what the LP can achieve. Set h = 11+Hn−1 (where Hk =
∑k
i=1
1
i ), and
consider the fractional solution that assigns y1 = h and yi = hi−1 for i ≥ 2. The sum of these
1 We use the term “integrality gap” loosely here. As the LP is normalized, the intended solution has yv
set to 1/|S| when v is in the optimal solution S and to 0 otherwise. What we measure is really the
ratio of LP-OPT to the score of true optimal feasible solution for the given instance.
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is h ·
(
1 +
∑n
i=2
1
i−1
)
= h · 1h = 1. Note that these values are monotonically nonincreasing in
i, and thus if i ≥ j, then we can set x(vi,vj) = min(yvi , yvj ) = yvi = hi−1 . For each k, graph
Gk contains k edges between vk+1 and vertices with a smaller index. Thus, our assignment
induces exactly k · hk+1−1 = h fractional edges in each Gk, meaning that LP-OPT is at least
h = 1Hn−1+1 = Ω (1/logn). Thus, the integrality gap is
Ω(1/ logn)
1/n = Ω
(
n
logn
)
. J
4 Algorithms and Hardness for DCS-AM
4.1 Hardness of DCS-AM
We now show that DCS-AM is NP-hard even to approximate to any significantly nontrivial
factor.
I Theorem 13. DCS-AM has no n1−-approximation algorithm for any  > 0 unless
P = NP.
Proof. We show this by presenting a direct reduction from Maximum Independent Set
(MIS), which is well-known to have the aforementioned hardness factor [14, 19]. Given an
MIS instance with a graph G = (V,E) that is not complete (the problem is trivial otherwise),
we construct a DCS-AM instance consisting of one frame Gv for each vertex v ∈ V . In each
such frame Gv, all of v’s neighbors are singletons, while the remaining vertices form a star
centered at v. We now show that the size of the maximum independent set in G is equal to
the maximum feasible objective in the constructed DCS-AM instance.
Suppose I ⊆ V is an independent set of size k ≥ 2 in G. Then consider the solution
I to the constructed DCS-AM instance. For each v ∈ I, we score 1 point in frame Gv,
since v has a neighbor in Gv (some other vertex in I) and none of the singletons of Gv
(the neighbors of v in G) are in I. Thus, in the DCS-AM instance, score(I) ≥ k, and thus
OPT(DCS-AM) ≥ OPT(MIS).
In the reverse direction, suppose that S ⊆ V is a solution to the constructed DCS-AM
instance achieving score(S) = k. It is easy to check that we can only score at most one point
per frame; thus there must be k frames in which S induces nonzero min degree. Consider
any such frame Gv, corresponding to v ∈ V . Since our score in Gv is 1, we must have
v ∈ S, as it is the center of the star in Gv. And we cannot have chosen any of v’s neighbors
in G, for otherwise there would be a singleton in Gv[S]. We conclude that S contains
at least k vertices, no pairs of which are neighbors in G; i.e. S contains an independent
set of size k (precisely those vertices at the centers of frames in which we scored). Thus,
OPT(MIS) ≥ OPT(DCS-AM).
Therefore, the optimal objective value of the constructed DCS-AM instance exactly
equals that of the given MIS instance, so DCS-AM has a hardness factor at least as large
as that of MIS. J
4.2 Fixed-Parameter Algorithms for DCS-AM
In light of the above hardness result, we now direct our attention to fixed-parameter algorithms.
In particular, we show how to solve DCS-AM for small T by generalizing classical algorithms
for finding k-cores in a graph. Concretely, we provide an nT · poly(n, T )-time algorithm
for the exact version of DCS-AM, as well as an f(T ) · poly(n, −1)-time (i.e. FPT-time)
(1 + )-approximation algorithm for some computable function f .
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Given a graph sequence G = (G1, G2, · · · , GT ) over vertices V , we say that a set S ⊆ V
is a (k1, · · · , kT )-core if it induces minimum degree at least ki in each frame Gi. In other
words, for all i ∈ [T ], S satisfies min-deg(Gi[S]) ≥ ki.
A (k1, · · · , kT )-core can be computed in poly(n, T ) time if one exists, via a simple
algorithm described in two recent works [6, 11]; we include it here for completeness. Starting
from a set S containing all of V , we repeatedly remove from S any vertex whose degree in
Gi is less than ki. When no such vertices remain, we return S. The returned set is either
empty or the desired core. This works because if a vertex v is deleted, then by definition it
cannot be part of any (k1, · · · , kT )-core of a graph induced by a subset of S.
We can now use this procedure as a black box to derive the following two results.
I Theorem 14. There is an exact algorithm for DCS-AM with running time nT ·poly(n, T ).
I Theorem 15. For some computable function f and every  > 0, there is a (1 + )-
approximation algorithm for AM with running time f(T ) · poly(n, −1) (i.e, the algorithm is
fixed parameter tractable in T ).
Proof of Theorem 14. This algorithm simply returns the largest integer k such that G
has a (k1, · · · , kT )-core with
∑T
i=1 ki = k. Since there are at most nT tuples of the form
(k1, · · · , kT ), this runs in nT · poly(n, T ) time. J
Proof of Theorem 15. As before, we intend to return the largest integer k such that G has
a (k1, · · · , kT )-core for some
∑T
i=1 ki = k. However this time, we only consider those tuples
(k1, · · · , kT ) such that ki = (1 + )`i for some integers `1, · · · , `T . As one of the solutions
considered contains the optimal solution with the corresponding vector rounded down to the
nearest power of 1 +  (and thus each entry of the vector is within a (1 + ) factor of those in
OPT), the sum of the entries in some rounded-down vector is within a (1 + ) factor of the
value of the optimal solution.
The upshot is that we have a (1 + )-approximation algorithm that only considers
O
(
(log1+ n)T
)
= O((logn)T /) different k-cores. Thus, the total running time is (logn)T ·
poly(n, T, −1). By AM-GM,
(logn)T = 2T log logn ≤ 2T
2+log log2 n
2 = 2T
2/2 · 2(log log2 n)/2 = 2T 2/2 · no(1)
Therefore, (logn)T · poly(n, T, −1) = f(T ) · poly(n, T, −1) = f(T ) · poly(n, −1). J
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A Proof of n1/4− Hardness for DkCS-MA from Planted DkS
A critical tool in this section will be the analysis of the Recursive Planted Dense
Subgraph problem first studied in [8]. The statement of this problem takes two equal-length
vectors, the size vector ~n = (n1, n2, · · ·nr) and the log-density vector ~d = (p1, p2, · · · pr) as
parameters. Much like in the standard Planted Dense Subgraph problem, inputs are
then sampled from either a planted or unplanted distribution. In the unplanted case, the
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returned graph is simply a G(n1, p1) Erdős-Rényi random graph. In the planted case, the
distribution D(~n, ~p) of returned graph is constructed recursively as follows:
D(~n, ~p) =

G(n1, n1p1−1) if r = 1
G(n1, n1p1−1) planted with a graph sampled if r > 1
from D((n2, n3, · · · , nr), (p2, p3, · · · , pr))
Here, G being “planted with” H means that a randomly-chosen subgraph of G of
order |V (H)| has a copy of H’s edges unioned into its current induced edge set (thus, this
construction only makes sense for monotonically decreasing vectors ~n). In particular, we
reconstruct the un-recursed form of Planted Dense Subgraph when ~n = (n,
√
n) and
~p = ( 12 ,
1
2 − ). As we increase the length of the two parameter vectors, we get additional
“layers” of planting, with each layer included in the previous.
A priori, one might expect that the problem of distinguishing the two distributions
becomes easier as the number of rounds of planting increases (as additional planting can only
ever increase the density of all extant dense planted components). A lemma central to [8],
however, states that for a carefully chosen parameter sequence, the problem may remain just
as intractable as the two-layer (“un-recursed”) problem. In particular, adapted to our use
case, Lemma 2 of that paper effectively states the following:
I Lemma 16 (Lemma 4 of [8]). For r > 2, let ~n = (n, n1/2, n1/4, · · · , n1/2r ) and let ~p =
( 12 ,
1
2 − 1, 12 − 2, · · · , 12 − r), where i+1 ∈ ( i2 , i) for i < r. Assuming the Planted
Dense Subgraph conjecture, there is no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm for the Recursed
Planted Dense Subgraph problem with parameters ~n and ~p.
We now proceed to use this lemma to amplify the hardness obtained in Theorem 8 up to
n1/4−. We first exhibit a straightforward but fallacious approach, and then show how to
correct its flaw.
Fallacious proof of Theorem 9. Let G = (V,E) be an input to the recursed Planted Dense
Subgraph problem with r rounds of planting in which all log densities lie within the interval
(1/2− , 1/2]. The construction of this “proof” begins much like that of Theorem 8.
Vertices Let U be a set of n1/2r vertices not in V . The vertex set of both G1 and G2 is
V ′ = V ∪ U .
Edges E1 contains an edge between every pair of vertices in U , and no edges outside of U
(and thus, G1 is an n1/2
r -clique plus n isolated vertices). E2, on the other hand, is just E
(and thus G2 has every vertex in U isolated).
One can now try to use the same argument as in Claim 10 and attempt to derive a
tightened version of Claim 11 to show that both
1. In the planted case, picking U plus the vertices of V from the innermost planted component
of G certifies that score(OPT) = Ω(n−′) for some ′ = Θ() and
2. In the unplanted case, the best we can do is pick U plus an arbitrary size-|U | subset of
V , so score(OPT) = O(n−1/4+1/2r ).
Unfortunately, the second of these is false, as is exhibited by the trivial solution selecting
the endpoints of one edge from each of the two frames, which gets a score of Ω(1). In
particular, we do not have a good lower bound on s, so we cannot usefully apply the Chernoff
bounds. Additionally, this shows that the Ω(n−′) lower bound is both trivial and unhelpful.
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Since an Ω(1/T ) algorithm is trivial, we need our Yes instances to have a score of at least
Ω(n1/4−′/T ) if we ever want to achieve the sought bounds. As we now show, one way to do
this is by increasing T .
Our construction will be exactly as above, except we pad the graph sequence with an
additional n2 different i.i.d. G(n, n−3′) random graphs on vertex set V . For any fixed
O(n′)-sized subset of V , the probability that it induces an edge in one of the subgraphs is
O(n−), and the probability that it induces an edge in all of them is O(n−n2). Because
there are only O(nn) many such subsets, the union bound ensures that with high probability
every vertex subset of size O(n) misses an edge in at least one graph in the sequence, and
thus has score 0. Therefore, we know that OPT > n′ , which allows us to use Chernoff
bounds as in Claim 11. Additionally, also by Chernoff bounds, solutions of size Ω(n4′) have
their objective scores simply scaled down by a factor of n2′ (up to subconstant factors and
w.h.p.), so the relative value of all large solutions remains unchanged.
Thus, with this additional change, both arguments (a) and (b) above hold (up to factors
of nΘ(′)), and we establish a gap of n1/4−1/2r+1−Θ(′). Rewriting the exponent and for a
suitable choice of r (dependent on ), our gap can be set to equal n1/4−. J
B Densest k-Subgraph Hardness for DkCS-MA
In [18], Semertzidis et al. also study a generalization of DCS-MA in which the score of
a solution S ⊂ V is the average degree of the kth-densest subgraph induced by S in the
sequence. DCS-MA is simply the restriction of this problem to k = T . We now argue that
this problem, DkCS-MA, has hardness related to that of Densest k-Subgraph (DkS).
Namely, we show that if DkCS-MA has an f(n)-approximation algorithm, then DkS can
be approximated to within a factor of O(f(n)2).
I Theorem 17. If DkCS-MA has an f(n)-approximation algorithm, then DkS has an
O(f(n)2)-approximation algorithm.
Proof. In [9], the authors show a similar DkS hardness for k-MinRep, the generalization of
MinRep in which feasible solutions need to cover only k total superedges (as opposed to
all of them). Given an instance of k-MinRep, we produce a DkCS-MA instance using the
same reduction as in the proof of Theorem 7. The choice of k remains the same between the
two problems. Using the same analysis as before, we get that the DkCS-MA problem is as
hard to approximate as k-MinRep (up to constant factors). The conclusion follows. J
C Common Spanning Subgraphs
In this section, we consider the natural extension of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
problem to sequences of graphs. Just as MST is often motivated by the design of communi-
cation networks, one can imagine that the network links are known to change over a set of
discrete times, and the goal is to purchase a minimal set of links to ensure that every node
is always connected to the rest. We note that a similar but distinct problem, “Minimum
Temporally Connected Subgraphs”, was studied recently by Axiotis and Fotakis [5].
I Definition 18 (Minimum Common Spanning Subgraph (MCSS)). Given a sequence
of connected graphs G1 = (V,E1), . . . , GT = (V,ET ), find a minimum-size set of edges
E∗ ⊆ ⋃tEt that induces a spanning subgraph in every frame.
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C.1 Approximating MCSS
Here we consider a natural greedy algorithm for MCSS. Suppose we are given an instance
G1 = (V,E1), . . . , GT = (V,ET ), with E =
⋃
tEt. We build up a solution, starting with
empty graphs H1 = (V, ∅), . . . ,HT = (V, ∅). While the total number of connected components
in all these graphs is greater than T +n, pick the edge e ∈ E that reduces the total number of
connected components by the greatest amount. Finally, once there are only T + n connected
components in total, add any n edges that bring the number of connected components down
to T .
I Theorem 19. The above greedy procedure is a O(log T )-approximation algorithm for
MCSS.
Proof. We analyze the algorithm in terms of a potential function ρi. On the i-th iteration—
that is, the i-th edge picked—the potential is defined as
ρi =
T∑
t=1
(number of connected components in Ht)− T
Initially ρ0 = nT − T , since every vertex is a singleton. Once the potential is reduced to at
most n, there are at most T + n connected components and the while-loop ends.
Consider some i-th iteration. Since adding the optimal solution would drop the potential
from ρi down to 0, there exists an edge whose addition would decrease the potential by at
least ρi/OPT. After adding the greedily-chosen edge, which is at least as good, we have a
potential of
ρi+1 ≤ ρi − ρi/OPT = ρi(1− 1/OPT).
Consequently after j iterations we have
ρj ≤ ρ0
(
1− 1OPT
)j
≤ (nT − T )e−j/OPT
A choice of j = ln(T ) · OPT iterations suffices to achieve ρj < n. Finally, in its last step,
the algorithm adds at most n edges to reduce the number of connected components down
to T , yielding a feasible solution. But since any feasible solution must span at least one
frame, OPT ≥ n − 1; therefore our solution has size at most ln(T ) · OPT + OPT + 1 =
O(log T ) ·OPT. J
C.2 Hardness of Approximating MCSS
I Theorem 20. MCSS is NP-hard to approximate to within a factor of 2 −  for every
 > 0.
To prove this, we first give a generic reduction from Set Cover, which shows a gap
hardness in terms of certain parameters. Later we show how reducing from a special case of
Set Cover yields parameters that give the desired gap.
I Lemma 21. Given a Set Cover instance on m subsets, we can construct in polynomial
time an MCSS instance that has a solution of size m+ c+ 1 iff the constructed Set Cover
instance has a solution of size c.
Proof. Given a set system S = {S1, . . . , Sm} over elements U = {x1, . . . , xn}, we create the
following sequence of unweighted graphs G0 = (V,E0), G1 = (V,E1), . . . , Gn = (V,En):
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Every graph has the same vertex set V = {s1, . . . , sm, x, y}.
E0 forms the path x, y, s1, . . . , sm.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ei contains the edges along the path y, s1, . . . , sm, and, for each set
Sj 3 xi, the edge (sj , x).
Suppose there is a Set Cover solution T ⊆ S of size c. Consider the MCSS solution
F ⊆ E consisting of:
The edges along the path x, y, s1, . . . , sm.
For each Sj ∈ T , the edge (sj , x).
This is precisely m+ 1 + c edges. To see that F is a valid MCSS solution, observe that:
All of E0 is picked, so G0[F ] is connected.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the edges along the path y, s1, . . . , sm are in F . Additionally, by virtue of
being a set cover, there is a set Sj ∈ T that contains xi; therefore F contains the edge
(sj , x), ensuring that x is connected to the rest of the frame.
Conversely, suppose there is an MCSS solution F of size m+ c+ 1. First, observe that
F must contain the m+ 1 edges along the path x, y, s1, . . . , sm, for otherwise G0[F ] would
not be connected. Hence F has exactly c edges outside of this path. The only such edges
are of the form (sj , x). Consider the Set Cover solution T = {Sj : (sj , x) ∈ F}. Clearly
this is of size c. And it is a valid solution, since we pick for each element xi at least one set
Sj 3 xi, which corresponds to a vertex sj with an edge to x in Gi. J
Now, using the above construction, we reduce from the following special case of Set
Cover:
I Definition 22 (Ek-Vertex Cover (EkVC)). Given a k-uniform hypergraph, pick a
minimum-size set of vertices so that every hyperedge has an endpoint in the set.
Variants of the following result are proven in several papers; see for example [10].
I Theorem 23. For every k ≥ 2, ε > 0 it is NP-hard to distinguish, given an instance of
EkVC on an n-vertex, k-uniform hypergraph, the following cases:
(YES) There is a vertex cover of size at most
(
O( 1k ) + ε
)
n.
(NO) Every vertex cover has size at least (1− ε)n.
We can now easily show the desired gap hardness for MCSS.
Proof of Theorem 20. We reduce from EkVC. Suppose we are given a hypergraph G =
(V, E) where |V| = n. Since EkVC is a special case of Set Cover, we can perform the
reduction described in Lemma 21. Naturally, for each vertex there is a subset consisting of
its incident edges, and the universe of elements is E .
Combining the gap hardness of EkVC with Lemma 21 shows that it is NP-hard to
distinguish:
(YES) There is a solution of size at most n+
(
O( 1k ) + ε
)
n+ 1.
(NO) Every solution has size at least n+ (1− ε)n+ 1.
This gives a gap of
NO
YES ≥
(2− ε)n+ 1
(1 +O(1/k) + ε)n+ 1 ≥ 2− 
for an appropriate choice of ε, k in terms of . J
